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Charity Guide



What is Charity Token?

Charity Token is an Australian Web3 start-up that aims
to create unfathomable efficient fundraising through
the use of specially developed blockchain platforms.

 
Rewarding the Community instead of middlemen is
how we will build a united and loyal donor base of

frequent giving. Tokens will revolutionize Charity and
you'll see it here first!



Step 1.

How does it work?

Step 2.

Fill in the minor details. These
are mostly public details and
helps us verify your Charity

status efficiently.
These details are unmodified
when added to the database
so please ensure correctness.



Step 3.

Once approved...
Download our Charity Token

Mobile app from the Play Store.
 

A pc version will be available in
the coming months.

Step 4.

Sign up using the email and
password you provided in the

application. This is how our
platform recognizes your

Charity account.

* check your junk folder for our
verification email



Main Account - 
This is the account that

can be used to
withdraw or send

tokens from.

Donation Box One -
This will accrue tokens
donated directly from

your profile
 

Donation Box Two -
This will accrue tokens
that are passively earnt

by user transactions.
 

Withdraw the tokens
from donation boxes
FIRST. Then you can
send the total from

your main account, to
a cryptocurrency

exchange.
 

Donors and other
retail users will NOT
have access to digital

donation boxes.

Dashboard

Total Balances in
Token amount



This is our Library. It is the main
feature and the basis of our

design. It is here your Charity
profile will be displayed.

 
*Make sure to check your

Organisation category as this is how
you will be filtered.

Name, Location
Date joined
Total contributions
Bio, Contact details
Any documentation
Donate button

Donors can see a wealth of
information on each Charity

profile including;
 

Non Profit Database



Claiming Funds

Think of tokens like any other
currency. Your bank wont accept
Matic as currency, so you need to
swap the tokens and send them

to an exchange first.
 

Once you have all of the tokens in
your main account. Swap all of

the CHAT tokens for Matic
tokens.

Matic tokens are widely accepted
and have no fees for sending ASIDE
from the network transaction fee.

 
Simply copy your Polygon wallet

address from your trusted exchange
and click "transfer".

 
Funds will be on your exchange

account within 15 minutes usually.



For holding Charity Tokens in
the wallet, you automatically

earn more tokens each time a
concurrent transaction happens

on the network in ChaT. 
 

Charities earn Matic and Chat
tokens EVERY time a transaction

happens on the network.
 

Hold Charity Tokens to earn
even more tokens!

Rewards for everyone



Every transaction on a public blockchain requires a fee
paid to the network, in our case to the polygon network
paid in Matic. We call this fee "gas". This is customary in

defi and each network has their own fee structure. 
 

The amount charged varies according to network demand.
If the network has a lot of concurrent transactions than

the fees are slightly higher than when it is quiet. Fees vary
from between 0.005 to 0.02 of a Matic token on average

and usually equates to under 5c USD.
As you will receive small amounts of Matic on an ongoing
basis as part of our fee structure, Charities should always

have enough Matic to transact. 
 

But it is important to note ,NEVER remove ALL of the Matic
as you will need "gas" for future transactions. We advise to
leave approximately 1 Matic token in your wallet, to ensure

you can transact in the future. In the event there is zero
Matic available, you will have to wait for donations of Matic

or transfer some back into the wallet. 

Transaction fees



Chris and Aleigha Manski are founders and operators of
Charity Token Pty Ltd. They are working towards an

efficient and inclusive future in Charity payment
infrastructure and fundraising.

 
They have created a foundation to create the largest
global fundraising network ever! Blockchain has the
potential to disrupt every industry, including Charity.

 
Get in touch today to discuss how technology can

benefit your Charity!

Charity Token


